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Sump PumpsSump Pumps
The sump pump design is straightforward in idea; however, when put into practice, the builder can often run into a host of issues. Voltas Engineering has the experienceThe sump pump design is straightforward in idea; however, when put into practice, the builder can often run into a host of issues. Voltas Engineering has the experience

and expertise to help all builders, no matter how well-versed they might be, with sump pump design and implementation.and expertise to help all builders, no matter how well-versed they might be, with sump pump design and implementation.

  

Sump pumps are required to pump up a storm from the lot plane and Sump pumps are required to pump up a storm from the lot plane and drain tiledrain tile and sewer water into the city mains, whenever the city mains are above house fixtures. and sewer water into the city mains, whenever the city mains are above house fixtures.

Voltas provides homeowners with the coordinated drawings and field reviews necessary to ensure a safe, energy-efficient, cost-effective, and code-compliant system isVoltas provides homeowners with the coordinated drawings and field reviews necessary to ensure a safe, energy-efficient, cost-effective, and code-compliant system is

installed. We are very happy to be able to say that with our own dedicated draftsmen and installed. We are very happy to be able to say that with our own dedicated draftsmen and plumbing departmentplumbing department team, we can provide quick turn-around times for all team, we can provide quick turn-around times for all

sump-related projects.sump-related projects.

  

 Meticulously crafted and refined, all of the work that we do at Voltas is full of pride and passion. When working with us, we make sure that all of your requests are Meticulously crafted and refined, all of the work that we do at Voltas is full of pride and passion. When working with us, we make sure that all of your requests are

addressed, all of your questions are answered, and all of your projects are successful. If there is anything we can do, please let us know, and we will be delighted toaddressed, all of your questions are answered, and all of your projects are successful. If there is anything we can do, please let us know, and we will be delighted to

help out. help out. Contact usContact us  at at 604-593-2293604-593-2293 or request a quote through our  or request a quote through our online application formonline application form..

Our AccreditationsOur Accreditations
SUBMIT REQUESTSUBMIT REQUEST
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Ever since I spoke to Voltas team, I got full support from them; they have helped me a lot. Because of the tremendous serviceEver since I spoke to Voltas team, I got full support from them; they have helped me a lot. Because of the tremendous service
provided by them, I have referred many of my friends to them. I will be referring more in the future for sure.provided by them, I have referred many of my friends to them. I will be referring more in the future for sure.

Arun PunjabiArun Punjabi
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